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Introduction: Despite the obvious advantages of arthroscopic rotator cuff repair, there are no definitive evidences regarding the
superiority of this method over open surgery. The aim of this study is to compare the results of arthroscopic rotator cuff repair and
open repair surgery.
Methods: A total of 52 patients referring to a general university hospital were included in the study and assigned to two groups
of arthroscopic repair and open repair. Demographic information of patients and the presence of any underlying disease and the
grade of rotator cuff tear were recorded. The pain scores of the patients were measured three times, before, 48 h after surgery and
6-month follow-up, using the VAS system. To evaluate the clinical performance of patients, UCLA scoring system (only 6 months after
the surgery) and Constant (before and 6 months after surgery) were utilized.
Results: 32 patients were assigned to the open repair surgery and 20 to the arthroscopic repair group. The two groups were not
significantly different in terms of pain variables, 48 hours after operation (P = 0.054) and 6 months after operation (P = 0.638),
constant score 6 months after operation (P = 0.157) and UCLA shoulder rating scale 6 months after surgery (P = 0.167). Moreover,
there was not any significant difference between the two groups with regard to these variables before surgery.
Conclusions: The results of this study showed that arthroscopic rotator cuff repair was a safe procedure which was as effective as
open repair surgery. Also, reduced postoperative pain was one of the advantages of this method noted in the present study, although
the long-term severity of pain in this method was not significantly different from the pain of patients undergoing open surgery.
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Rotator cuff tear is the most prevalent musculoskeletal
complaint after lumbar pain, and also the most common
cause of referral to doctors after shoulder injury in adults
(1). The rotator cuff tear usually results in shoulder pain,
stiffness, weakness, and loss of the range of joint movement. The rotator cuff tear is of two types, full-thickness
and partial-thickness (2). The age-related degeneration
may result in manifestation of rotator cuff tear in different
parts, sizes, and forms with varying severity. The severity of
symptoms does not necessarily correlate with the severity
of the tear, so a minor tear may cause more severe pain and
symptoms (3).
Large tears may lead to secondary atrophy and muscle
impairment with accumulation of fat inside the muscle,
which may lead to irreversible loss of muscle function (4).
In recent years, due to an increase in the elderly population
and advances in diagnostic techniques, growing attention
has been paid to rotator cuff tear repair. The main goal of

the rotator cuff tear repair surgery is to alleviate pain, and
the improvement of shoulder function is treated as a second priority. In 20 to 95% of patients, the repair of the rotator cuff may be unsuccessful, depending on factors such
as tear size, time elapsed from the injury, fat atrophy and
surgical technique (5).
Currently, there are three general procedures for rotator cuff tear repair including open surgery, mini-open and
arthroscopic surgery (5).
Previous studies have shown the effectiveness of both
open and mini-open surgical procedures (6, 7). Arthroscopic repair is a standard treatment for rotator tear, which
is currently applied for all types of small or large tears (8, 9).
Compared to the open surgery, this procedure is less invasive and imposes fewer damages to deltoid muscle, which
may be beneficial to postoperative outcomes. In developing countries, high-cost of medical machine drives people
to use open repair surgery. With recent advancements and
innovations offered in general orthoscopic devices, and
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In arthroscopic group, abduction pillow was used for 4 to
6 weeks.
The shoulder pendulum motion, passive range of motion, active arm and wrist exercises were performed during this period. Active exercises were carried out briefly
and active-assisted and full active exercises were started after 6 and 12 weeks respectively. The patients were advised
against any aggressive motion during this period to avoid
re-ear.
If patients were lost to follow-up or the post-operative
rehabilitation protocols were not implemented, so that serious complications manifested, they were excluded from
the study.
Patients’ demographic data including gender, age, duration of preoperative clinical symptoms, and underlying
conditions such as diabetes and the severity of preoperative tear were recorded. The severity of patients’ pain
before surgery was measured using VAS system. Patients’
pain was assessed and recorded in both groups 48 hours
after surgery and in the 6-month follow-up.
The clinical evaluation of patient’s function was made
by UCLA shoulder rating scale (11) and constant score (12)
before and 6 months after the surgery.
This study was approved by the ethics committee of
Tehran University of Medical Sciences.
Data were analyzed by SPSS software. The descriptive
statistics of the two groups were computed and the significance of variables in the two groups was assessed using
Mann Whitney and chi square tests.
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especially in the specialized orthoscopic instruments utilized for rotator cuff repair, there has been a growing interest in employment of orthoscopic rotator cuff tear repair.
The theoretical advantages of this method such as immediate postoperative pain alleviation, reduced damage
to the deltoid muscle, and lower postoperative stiffness
help expedient recovery and return of the patient to normal life. However, there are concerns about the use of full
arthroscopic repair including the impossibility of complete repair and its subsequent loss of performance as well
as the difficulty of performing this procedure (10).
Despite the obvious advantages of the arthroscopic rotator cuff tear repair, there are not conclusive evidences
about the superiority of this method over open surgery,
with many non-randomized studies indicating similar effectiveness of these two techniques (5, 8). Further studies
are needed to make better comparisons and more reasonable decisions about the adoption of the best therapeutic
procedure for patients. Therefore, we decided to compare
the results of rotator cuff repair using deltopectoral with
orthoscopic repair surgery in this study.
2. Methods
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The present study is a quasi-experimental study and
the study population consisted of patients with mild to
moderate full-thickness rotator cuff tear (Confield 1 and 2)
who had referred to university hospitals for repair surgery
in 2015 - 16. The exclusion criteria were at least 18 years of
age and a definitive diagnosis of rotator cuff tear based on
clinical symptoms and imaging evidence. The inclusion
criteria included conditions such as sub-scalpular tear,
glenohumal joint instability and its degeneration, upper
lacrimal tear, shoulder stiffness, previous surgery on rotator cuff and massive or partial tear.
A total of 52 patients with rotator cuff tear who had
referred to the shoulder clinic of a University hospital in
Tehran and met the inclusion criteria were included in the
study and divided to two groups of arthroscopic repair and
open repair.
The sample size consisted of all patients who were complaining of rotator cuff tear in a 6-month interval after the
injury. In all patients of the two groups, abduction pillow
was used 6 weeks after the surgery and in the open repair
group, active assisted motions in flexion and external rotation were performed regularly during the first 6 weeks to
prevent muscle atrophy and stiffness of the shoulder. We
used same analgesic drug in all of patients.
The isometric external rotation exercises were started
after 6 weeks and active movements were begun after 12
weeks, and patients were recommended to refrain from
any aggressive movement during this period to avoid tear.
2

3. Results
52 patients were enrolled in the study, out of whom
32 underwent open repair surgery with an average age of
56.81 ± 9.19 years and 20 patients had arthroscopic repair
with mean age of 80.86 ± 46.4 years.
40.6% of the patients in the open repair group were
male and 31.3% of them had type 1 Connfield tear. In the
arthroscopic group, 50% of patients were men and 25% of
them had Type-1 Connfield tear.
Information on the variables of pain, Constant score
and UCLA shoulder rating scale before and after surgery is
reported in Table 1.
According to Table 2, the results of Mann-Whitney and
chi-square test revealed that there was not any significant
difference between the two groups in terms of pain score,
constant score and the background information of the patients at the baseline.
As shown in Table 3, there was no significant difference
between the two groups in variables of Constant score and
UCLA Shoulder rating scale after surgery.
Razavi Int J Med. In Press(In Press):e60817.
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Constant score

UCLA Shoulder
rating scale

Pain

Arthroscopic
Group

Open Repair
Surgery

Preoperative

2.972 ± 24.94

2.673 ± 25.10

6 months after
surgery

11.314 ± 740.6

8.792 ± 70.65

3.74 ± 27.5

3.748 ± 28.55

Preoperative
6 months after
surgery
Preoperative

1.135 ± 747

1.252 ± 7.9

48 hours after
surgery

1.464 ± 4.72

1.673 ± 3.8

6 months after
surgery

1.062 ± 2.03

1.191 ± 1.95

Table 2. Results of Mann-Whitney Test of the Two Groups at the Baseline

Variable

P Value
0.096
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Age

0.784

Preoperative Constant score

0.219

Preoperative pain

0.508

Gender

0.628
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Type of tear

Table 3. Comparison of Postoperative Variables in Two Groups

Variable

P Value
0.054
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Pain 48 h after surgery
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Variables

ter the rotator cuff repair was identical in both procedures.
Also, the clinical outcome after surgery was almost identical in both groups.
The results of this study, in line with other previous
studies, show similar effectiveness of both open surgery
and full arthroscopic repair surgery (13, 14). Many of these
studies consider the size of the tear as the main variable
predicting clinical function after repair. For example, Kim
et al. reported that unsuccessful arthroscopic rotator cuff
tear repair and the secondary mini-open surgery did not
lead to deterioration of prognosis; rather, the size of tear
was correlated with the outcome of the operation (14). Similarly, the study by Ide et al. revealed that the clinical results of arthroscopic surgery in patients with small to large
tear was not significantly different from the group of patients who had open surgery, but in a group of patients
with large to massive rotator cuff tear, regardless of the
repair technique adopted, clinical outcomes were worse
than patients with small to moderate tear (13).
As mentioned earlier, one of the major goals of rotator
cuff tear repair is to relieve pain in the patients. Arthroscopic repair is said to be less painful as it is minimally invasiveness with less damage to the muscle. A number of studies have shown that postoperative pain in arthroscopic repair is lower than open repair surgery (15) however, most
studies, such as the present one, have shown that the severity of pain is similar in both procedures (16, 17). In 2011, Kasten et al. compared the severity of postoperative pain and
the range of joint motion in two techniques of mini-open
and arthroscopic repair. The results of this study suggested
that although the intake of painkillers in arthroscopic repair group was lower in the first week after the surgery, the
severity of pain and range of joint motion were similar in
both groups 6 months after the surgery (17).
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Table 1. Pain Severity and Constant Score Before and After Surgery in the Two Groups

Pain 6 months after surgery

0.638

UCLA Shoulder rating scale 6 months after surgery

0.167

Constant score 6 months after surgery

0.157
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The variables of pain 48 hours and 6 months after
surgery, UCLA Shoulder rating scale and constant score 6
months after the surgery were compared in patients of
both groups. There was not any significant difference between the two groups in terms of the grade of tear.
However, the constant score 6 months after surgery
was associated with the grade of tear, so that constant score
dropped as the degree of tear was decreased (P = 0.002).

4.1. Limitations of the Study
A small sample size and a short follow-up were some of
the limitations of the present study. It is posited that the
chance of re-tear is greater in arthroscopy, and open surgical procedure is preferred in patients with a higher chance
of re-tear (10). Therefore, for more accurate comparison of
postoperative complications and arthroscopic repair and
its comparison with open surgical technique, more studies
with larger sample size and longer follow-up are required.
In general, we recommend the arthroscopic surgery
for rotator cuff tear repair in small to medium tears.

4. Discussion
As discussed earlier, the results of this study suggested
that although the severity of postoperative pain in the
arthroscopic restoration group was lower (which was statistically insignificant), the severity of pain 6 months afRazavi Int J Med. In Press(In Press):e60817.
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